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I wish there was some way to get every member in our area to attend a
NASCOE Convention. The rare mix of important work, good fun, and great
people always refreshes me and they never fail to leave me excited. This year’s
convention in Sioux Falls was no exception. A big thanks to South Dakota for
their hard work in making this a fantastic convention. As usual, in addition to
the general session meetings, which included presentations from NASCOE
Officers, National Committee Chairs, and WDC management, we had some
very informative conversations during our area breakouts.
We had 17 members in attendance during our breakouts on Friday, August 3rd.
Area Committee chairs or their temporary appointees reviewed reports and
topic from the committee breakouts. Among the topics of discussion were:


The Scholarship Committee is exploring extending the submission deadline
from January 1st to January 15th. Everyone felt this would be a positive
change that would help ease the backlog around the holidays. They are also
considering using a new national judging team for national level scholarships
instead of the judges. This would allow more people to be involved in the
process. Everyone was ok with this concept, provided the judges selected
were well qualified and representatives were chosen from each area.



The NEA Benefits team is going to explore finding some benefits that fit our
area better. Sam’s Club and even Costco aren’t necessarily well represented
in our area. We’re going to see what opportunities we might find, including
other big box stores like BJ’s.



NAFEC shared that they are working to clean up and modernize their
member database. They are also exploring other benefits providers besides
JM Marketing.



The Publicity Committee is going to continue the First Timers essay contest
another year, but are considering adding a survey after attendance. The
attendees thought this was a good idea. The Committee is also working on
cleaning up and expanding our own email database. States should be
working to complete that process now.
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Workload, Optimal Office, and Transparency. Following the presentation on workload from
the WDC attendees, the group reiterated that this information should be made available for
members to see. There are a great many challenges to the accuracy of the model (shared
management, WebTA limitations, etc.). However, it should represent a strong start provided
employees have the opportunity to offer improvements. Once we have a strong,
transparent workload tool, then we will be able to begin exploring which offices might be
closed. The attendees further discussed the importance of capturing our time accurately
and the need for updated WebTA training.



2019 & 2020 Convention. The attendees discussed the location of the 2019 NASCOE
Convention in Manhattan, KS and the 2020 NASCOE Convention bid from Savannah, GA.
Attendees felt both locations would be excellent, although attendees did note that the GA
convention would be later than typical and run Sun-Thur.



FSA Leadership Opportunities. With all the workload and staffing changes, SEDs and AO’s
have been recognizing the value of our state associations. Now would be a good time to
educate state leadership on the mission and value of NASCOE and its state associations.
Exhibit 22 in 22-PM is a good place to start.



Legislative Initiative Reboot. The attendees discussed how it was going to be another busy
year in WDC. Between annual budget fights, a new farm bill, and continued reorganizational
discussion, it’s important for us to be prepared to advocate and share our story. This is
most effective on a local level, which is why it’s so important that we complete the
legislative initiative from earlier this year. We also had a visit from Hunter who answered
questions, including one about a recent bill offered that might allow the buyback of temp
time.

Communication and Membership- The attendees reiterated how important it is to grow
membership. A Jump Team may be needed in PA this year. One of the most important ways to
get and keep membership is by good communication. This have been high priorities for
NASCOE and the NEA in recent years and they will continue to be as we move forward.
In addition to these discussions, the Northeast Area delegates conducted an election for Area
Executive and Alternate Executive. The following were elected:
 Northeast Area Executive – Lawrence Parker
 Alternate Executive – Annette Hyman Congratulations to both Larry and Annette!
DMASCOE offered to host the 2019 NEA Rally. The Rally will be held from May 16-19 in
Solomons, MD. More details and registration information will be forthcoming.
Continued…….
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It has been a real honor to be allowed to serve you all as the NEA Exec these last two years. I
know I’ve said it before, but I think we have the best area in all of NASCOE. Thank you for your
trust and most importantly all of your support. I also want to thank our Area Chairs, Scholarship
and Awards Judges, and Negotiation Consultant for their hard work. These folks, along with our
state presidents, treasures, directors, etc. all volunteer their time and energy and NASCOE
wouldn’t be what it is without them.
Benefits – Jamie McLane, MD
Legislative – Larry Parker, VT
Membership – Tina Williams, VT
Programs – Kate Hemstreet, NY
Publicity – Tina Penley, ME
NAFEC – Dan Shockey, WV
Negotiation Consultant –
Jess Walls, WV

Awards/Emblems/Scholarship –
Annette Hyman, PA
Scholarship Judge – Emily Dechow, NY
Scholarship Judge – Molly Bryden, MD
Scholarship Judge – Melodie Bailey, WV
DSA Judge – Heather Baylis, MA
DSA Judge – Tara Hamlett, NH
DSA Judge – Alicia Mott, CT

Thank you all.
Respectfully Submitted,

Rick Csutoras
NE Area Executive
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Lawrence Parker-NE Area Alternate Executive-Convention Report

Another NASCOE National Convention is in the books, and a special shout out to all the South
Dakota folks who made it such a tremendous success. A lot of hard work was accomplished,
Information was shared, networks expanded, and new friendships established. There was time for
good food and entertainment, and a chance to check out the downtown area on Friday night. I
encourage all NASCOE members to make it a goal to attend at least one national convention
during your career; it’s not likely to be your last!
During the area breakout session there were a few questions for NASCOE’s legislative consultant
Hunter Moorhead; one had to do with the newly announced Tariff Relief Program and whether
there would be any consideration given to losses experienced by the fishing industry, specifically
lobsters and shell fish. Another question sought additional information on a proposed bill
addressing time spent in temporary employee status (beyond the current cut-off date) and the
process to allow that to be counted as time in service for retirement purposes. Hunter said he
would look into both issues and get back to us. During the general session, Hunter fielded many
questions about staffing and the rate of hiring, while concerns about the accuracy of the workload
model were expressed. These are areas that are monitored closely by Hunter and the legislative
team with membership’s best interests in mind.
During the legislative report, it was pointed out that one of the major efforts of the legislative team
has been the growth of NASCOE’s political action committee, or PAC. The NEA has seen a tripling
of contributors to the PAC over the past couple of years, a testament to the support of and
confidence in NASCOE leadership that the NEA membership has. One of the greatest obstacles
the NEA faces going forward is how to keep that momentum going; how do we reach out to the
two hundred plus members who perhaps aren’t educated to the value of the PAC and are not
currently participating in support of the PAC? It was observed that every member present from the
NEA at the convention was a PAC contributor! While that is noteworthy, it also illustrates the
problem; year in and year out, the same people devote their time and energy to NASCOE and its
membership. How do we touch the majority of membership that we don’t have the opportunity to
meet with face to face? It has been proven time and again at area rallies and national conventions
that with one on one contact, PAC is an easy sell. We need state initiative. We need state
leadership to step forward and encourage their membership to become active. To be honest, in
some cases, we need that leadership to lead by example; it’s hard to promote a product that you
don’t support yourself. That should be the charge for the coming year; a grass roots effort to
become engaged.
I’ll close by saying that I have truly enjoyed the last three years representing the NEA as your
legislative chair. The other members of the legislative committee are an awesome group of
individuals who work tirelessly for your benefit. Annette Hyman will take over as NEA legislative
chair starting in September, and I know she’s looking forward to the challenge of pushing
NASCOE’s agenda in the years to come. I also want to thank Rick Csutoras for his two plus years
serving as our NEA Executive; he’s done a great job representing NEA membership and has
been a major force in guiding NASCOE through these uncertain times. I’m sure he’ll remain active
in NASCOE, and I’ll seek his guidance over the next few years.
Respectfully Submitted, LAP, NE Area Alternate Executive
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Jamie McLane, NEA National Convention Benefits Report
It has been an honor to serve as the Northeast Area Benefit Chair. I appreciate Rick for giving me
the opportunity to serve the members. I also want to thank the State Presidents and State Benefit
Chairs for all their efforts and support during this past year.
Two of the major goals of the benefit committee, are to update the position description for benefit
chair and develop a mission statement. The National Chair, along with the area chairs, are working
on a document listing descriptions of the NASCOE member benefits so we have something tangible
that we can provide to our members.
I encourage state benefit chairs to think outside the box and look for things that our members want
and to look for new benefits that are appealing to our employees. We also need to promote our
existing benefits, so people know about them and to understand how to utilize them. NASCOE is
always looking for something for the entire country BUT we can also look closer to home (NEA).
The Benefits committee is always looking for new benefits that will appeal to NASCOE members,
but it isn’t easy. In the last year we have brought back the Sam’s Club discount which will remain
until December 31, 2018. I greatly appreciate all the state Benefit Chairs on any and all suggestions,
which have already been forwarded to the National NASCOE Chair. We were able to give them a
large number of suggestions that would specifically benefit the members in the Northeast area. If
anyone has a suggestion, please let their state chair know.
Working Advantage, is a group discount club that is being utilized by some members and offers
some pretty nice discounts as well as a variety of events. I was looking at hotel/tickets for Disney
World. They were 25-50% less than going through the Walt Disney World website. Discounts are
available for local movie theaters, theme parks, concerts, hotels and shows. So, I encourage
everyone to take advantage of this NASCOE members only benefit. Don’t forget Dillard’s, JM
Marketing, AirMed and a 1 hour with a NASCOE Attorney. Please contact your benefits chair
for a membership ID number and they can contact me.
As state annual meetings are gearing up, if the benefits chair or state president would like to
contact me, I will be happy to attend or to send information. My goal is to make sure all members
are notified of their benefits which could last them their entire FSA career.
Once again, thank you Rick for the opportunity to serve and to the state Presidents and Chairs for
their efforts and support.
I am available at all times if there should be a question or suggestion.
Sincerely,
Jamie L. McLane
NEA Benefits Chair, Maryland
240-577-6389
301-481-5965 (leave a message)
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Tina Williams-NEA Membership Convention Report
What a long strange trip it has been! I looked back at my 2017 NEA Membership Report for
National Convention to see what I had touched on, I am excited to say that we have done a 180
as far as membership is concerned. In 2017, I watched the states membership numbers decline due
to retirements in the midst of a hiring freeze. There was zero chance to bring on new employees to
have potential new members. In the latter half of 2018, we have been approved to hire 1,000 FTE’s!
There is a lot of potential for full and associate memberships with that many new hires.
In preparation for this influx of employees, each area has assembled a Membership Drive Team.
The NEA team consists of the membership chair from each state association (or state president if
it’s a small state with no membership chair). Membership Training was given by National
Membership Chair Lynsey Brooks via teleconference to everyone included on the Membership
Drive Team. A letter from the NASCOE President telling our story and inviting new employees to
be members was also drafted and is available on the NASCOE website under the Membership Tab.
The NASCOE Website just launched a “JOIN NASCOE” button which takes non-members to all
the information and forms they need to become a member! Our goal is to reach out to every new
hire in writing and follow up with a phone call to ask them to join NASCOE. If you aren’t the
membership chair for your state but want to help in the recruitment effort, please reach to myself
and your state president on what role you could play.
Even with new hires, we have some states with membership below 50-60%. Please consider
requesting a Jump Team. The jump team talks to folks about all the great things NASCOE is doing
for them. If you fit the above criteria and are interested in a jump team, please contact your Area
Executive to request it and copy the NASCOE Membership Chair.
NASCOE is again working to update their database, specifically with home email addresses and
mailing addresses. As we faced furlough again in January 2018, continual updates came from
NASCOE and our Legislative Consultant Hunter Morehead and these updates can only be
received to home emails. If you do not have a home email, hit the LIKE button on NASCOE’s
Facebook page to receive updates. Look for more information requests to update the database as
we head into 2019.
In closing, I would just like to say thank you to all the NEA Membership- without members there
would be no NASCOE. A special thank you to the NEA Presidents, Treasurers and Membership
Chairs for responding to my short notice and/or last minute requests and for putting up with my
constant nagging to submit your quarterly dues! I am proud to say the NEA was the first area to
pay their finals dues, so give yourselves a pat on the back. It has been a pleasure representing the
NEA Membership and I look forward to meeting new members and seeing new faces at the NEA
Rally and National Convention in the future!
Respectfully submitted,
Tina Williams, NEA Membership Chair
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Annette Hyman- NEA Awards/Scholarships/Emblems
2018 Convention Exit Report
2018 was an exciting year for the Awards, Scholarship and Emblems Committee. I have been
honored to serve as the NEA Chairperson. Julie Goetzman, National Chairperson presided over
the convention breakout session. I served as the ASE Representative in the NEA break out
sessions.
73 DSA nominations were submitted nationwide in 2018; an increase of 38 over 2017.
The 2018 National DSA winners are:
Service to Community – Kevin Owen, SWA
Service to FSA/Agriculture – Kevin Beekman, MWA
Service to NASCOE – Jenae Prescott, NWA
The 2018 NEA DSA winners are:
Service to Community – Christine Lary, VT
Service to FSA/Agriculture – David Holck, NY
Service to NASCOE – Diane Heleba, VT
The 2018 National winners are:
Traditional – Brook Stoddard, SWA
Open Continuing – Faith Gilman, SEA
Member Continuing – Philip Moore, SEA
Grandchildren – Emilea Rogers, NWA
Adult Continuing – Sheila Mills-Mode, SEA
The 2018 NEA Scholarship winners are:
Traditional – Brielle Michener, RI
Open-Continuing – Savanna Michener, RI
154 Scholarship applications were submitted nationwide in 2018; an increase of 42
over 2017.
Two recommendations were discussed and recommended for approval to the NASCOE
Executive Committee:

Deadline for the submission of DSA nominations and Scholarship applications be changed
from January 1, 2019 to January 15, 2019. This would allow students more time to get
supporting documentation and allow the committee more time with their families during
the holidays.
A national judging panel be developed instead of using the Area Executives to judge the
DSA and Scholarship final applications at the national level. This would allow the Area
Executives more time to concentrate on their Executive Committee responsibilities in
their respective areas.
Continued…..
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The NEA Rally emblem sales were $994. The NEA Scholarship sales were just over $2000.
These sale numbers are tremendous for our small area. Thank you to all that purchased.
I would like to thank everyone in the Northeast Area for their support. This was my first year
working with Awards, Scholarships, and Emblems and I had quite a learning curve.
2018 National Emblem sales from August 1, 2017 – July 29, 2018 totaled just over $60,800.50 plus
sales of two states that were bringing inventory to SD. Sales were up $10,000 this year. The 2018
NASCOE Convention Scholarship Auction sales were just over $10,000.
There was much discussion on the online submission process itself. All agreed that it is not user
friendly and many scholarships are being disqualified for missing items not caught in the process.
The google docs are also hard for the judges to work with. The current process will continue for
2019 as there is not enough time to get a new process ready in time for applications. 2020 is the
target date for a new process to take effect.
2018 National Emblem sales from August 1, 2017 – July 29, 2018 totaled just over $60,800.50, plus
sales of two states that were bringing inventory to SD. Sales were up $10,000 this year.
The 2018 NASCOE Convention Scholarship Auction sales were just over $10,000.
The NEA Rally emblem sales were $994. The NEA Scholarship sales were just over $2000.
These sale numbers are tremendous for our small area. Thank you to all that purchased.

I would like to thank everyone in the Northeast Area for their support. This was my first year
working with Awards, Scholarships, and Emblems and I had quite a learning curve.
Respectfully submitted,
Annette M. Hyman
NEA Awards/Scholarship/Emblems Chairperson
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Dan Shockey, West Virginia
NAFEC Committee Report
NASCOE 2018 Convention, Sioux Falls, SD

The Mission of this committee is:
To support and cooperate with NAFEC promoting a more effective and active farmer
elected committee system for the betterment of agriculture.
A. Report of Progress

1. Through efforts of this committee, NASCOE members across the nation did another
great job of getting NAFEC in front of their COC members during the membership
drive and COC Orientation Training Sessions.
2. Since December, NAFEC’s membership had the following increases;
New NAFEC Member App’s processed since December (does not include annual
renewals that were processed)
COC Members
Annual Dues
Dues Withholding
29
52

Associate Members
Annual Dues
Dues Withholding
10
10
Total New = 101

3. NAFEC Membership & Associate Membership continues to grow. Retention is a major
priority that continues. NAFEC Officers have taken on more of their own national
membership database responsibilities and mailing of the Welcome and NAFEC
membership cards.
4. The NAFEC website is an important resource. NAFEC is looking at changing their
website host and setting up a new domain. Administrator Fordyce will soon do a video
Welcome to the COC, the NAFEC Power Point, and past letters to management are
all examples of things historically located on the website. NAFEC has also been
connecting with membership through Facebook and e-mails.
There were 70 COC members from South Dakota, Iowa, and Minnesota attending the COC
Orientation Training earlier this week. The training they received at Hefty Seed Co was
outstanding and all were able to hear Under Secretary Northey and Administrator Fordyce add
to the afternoon events by making sure the attendees understood their unique and important
role as COC members. A huge thanks to Larry Olsen, Bill Chase, Joel Foster, and Jim Anderson
and other SDASCOE members for their planning this event and making it so successful for the
attendees and the NAFEC Officers.
Continued…..
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B. Summary
This committee is meeting our goals and assisting in the establishment for a strong foundation for
the future of NAFEC. The time and effort it takes has been well worth it. NAFEC is well received in WDC and has had success stories in the states where issues have arisen such as the
instances where states wanted to limit COC meetings and training budgets. As we move forward, retaining and increasing NAFEC’s membership is vitally important. I appreciate the support
of NASCOE’s Officers and Execs by seeing the need to organize and build on this committee’s
successes and NAFEC’s effectiveness for all County Office Employees, County Committee’s, and
the farmers and ranchers we are all so fortunate to serve.
There were issues related to improving the NAFEC membership database and reconciliation
process through EmpHR & NFC that was suggested by Jay Goff, SWA Exec. President Dennis
Ray and VP Brandon Wilson also visited with the group about NASCOE & NAFEC continuing to
work together on issues that will strengthen the County Committee system. E-mail is an important path for NAFEC to communicate with its membership. For those members that have
supplied their e-mail addresses but have not received any correspondence from NAFEC – please
be aware that KSC Strategies is the sender. Many may want to also check their spam box to see
if he e-mail from NAFEC was placed there by your e-mail provider.
Recommendation

It is the recommendation of this committee that the Executive Committee support the continuation of monthly conference calls of the NAFEC Committee.
Respectfully submitted,
Dan Shockey,
NASCOE’s NEA NAFEC Committee Chair
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Kate Hemstreet, Northeast Area Programs Report
NASCOE National Convention

At previous report there were 111 national program submissions. Many remain outstanding due to
staffing issues in WDC, personally I haven't received follow up on any of our submissions in many,
many months. Six of the submissions were from the NEA, however, that tally has increased since
last count.
One of the suggestions I would like to include would be to add the response date, and organize the
responses by date, on the NASCOE page. That would just make reviewing the responses easier.
These folks have been willing to serve as Programs Chairs for their states. Thanks!
Connecticut– Alicia Mott
Delaware/Maryland-Kara Dolch
Maine-Sandra Truslow
Massachusetts-Nancy Miller

New Hampshire-Steven Schmidt
New York-Seara Lelakowski
Pennsylvania-Dan Smeal
Rhode Island-Sheryl Michener
Vermont-Eric Winchester
West Virginia-Lance McClintic

As a reminder, you can submit Programs suggestions to:
https://nascoe.org/programs/programs-submission/

Respectfully submitted,
Kate Hemstreet
NEA Programs Chair
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Jessica Walls, NEA Negotiation Consultant
NASCOE Convention, Sioux Falls, SD
The Northeast Area's breakout sessions commenced on August 3rd, at the 2018 NASCOE Convention held in Sioux Falls, South Dakota. During the breakout sessions we received visit's from the
following individuals; NASCOE President Dennis Ray, NASCOE Vice President Brandon Wilson,
NASCOE Treasurer Curt Houk, NASCOE Consultant Hunter Moorhead and National Legislative
Chairperson Donny Green. A few discussion items included, future programs to be administered
and the upcoming Farm Bill progression.
As the Negotiation Consultant for the NEA, I want to remind members that the 2018 Negotiation
Responses from Washington, DC. have been posted at https://nascoe.org/negotiations/. In addition,
I encourage all members to take advantage of the platform we have to voice our concerns and/or
issues to management by completing a negotiation form at http://nascoe.org/negotiations/
negotiations-submission/.
The deadline to complete negotiation submissions is December 1, 2018.
Respectfully Submitted,
Jessica L. Walls
NEA Negotiation Consultant
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Tina Penley, NE Area Publicity Chair
NASCOE Convention Report
Well it certainly was a busy year in NASCOE! The Publicity Chairs have been working diligently to
bring you the most up to date information in a timely manner. Unfortunately, I was not able to attend the National Convention due to other commitments. However, I have been working closely
with Rick Csutoras, NE Area Executive and Teresa Holmquist, NASCOE Publicity Chair, behind the
scene as your NE Area Publicity Chair to bring you the most up-to-date news!
Since I was not at the convention to bring you the latest NASCOE Publicity News, Teresa was very
kind to let me re-post her report to share with you. A huge THANK YOU to Teresa!
The following report was submitted to NASCOE by-Teresa Holmquist-NASCOE
Publicity Chair.
NASCOE Website
The four over-arching goals for the website for the 2017-2018 year were to continue to build content for our members, make information on the site easier to find, cross-posting from emails and
Facebook posts to direct traffic to the website and encouraging members to “follow” the website
to receive an email when blog posts are added to the site. I am happy to report that significant
progress had been made on all four goals.
Since September 1, 2017, eleven new pages on the NASCOE.org website have been created.
There are now pages for all current NASCOE standing committees with links on the main navigation menu of the website. The Forms and Downloads page has been simplified by moving objects
specific to a committee to the committee’s page.
To make the pages more engaging to visitors, embedded document viewer plug-ins have been
added and used, as an example, on the NASCOE PAC page. The PAC PowerPoint presentation is
displayed at the top of the page in a viewer window. The viewer window allows visitors to view
the presentation without downloading the file. A download link is also provided for those who
wish to download or print a copy.
A NASCOE Event Calendar has been created using Google Calendar and is posted to the NASCOE website on its own webpage, as well as including upcoming events in the sidebar of all
webpages. An advantage to using Google Calendar is that events can be updated without the need
of updating the website. An addition or change to the calendar will automatically populate to the
website.
All new NASCOE blog posts, such as NASCOE News Flashes, Deadline Reminders, Legislative Updates are immediately cross-posted to the Nascoe News Facebook page. This option is a
feature included in our WordPress plan to be done automatically. This can be turned off for blog
posts where we want to try to contain circulation to members only.
Possibly the biggest success of the year has been increasing the “followers” to the NASCOE
website. On July 1, 2017 the NASCOE.org page had 319 followers. As I compile this report on
July 30, 2018, the follower total is now 637 – nearly doubled, but still a long way to go.
Continued…..
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NASCOE News Facebook Page
Since July 1, 2017, 104 posts (pictures, links, events) have been posted to the NASCOE News Facebook page. I have tried to include a link to the NASCOE webpage as much as possible to drive
members to the website for more information. Social Networks, like Facebook, are very easy to
update on the go using mobile devices. It is encouraging to see states share the Nascoe News page
posts to their own Facebook pages. That helps spread the word and keep the NASCOE page more
relevant.
Events were created for all Area Rallies, and the Area Publicity Chairs are tasked with updating the
information for the Rallies. We also made some gains with photos from Area Rallies being posted
in real time to the page. By telling our story through posts and showing our actions through photos, we can hopefully entice members to be more active in their states, areas, and nationally.
The Nascoe News Facebook page has had a net increase of 454 “Likes” from July 1, 2017 to July
30, 2018. There were five days of tremendous growth of page “likes”. It shouldn’t surprise many
of us when those increases occurred in the days surrounding the Government Shutdowns in January and February. From January 19 to 23, we had 290 new followers to the NASCOE News Facebook page.
NASCOE Communications Database – Using Mail Chimp Email Marketing Platform
After the January Pre-Negotiations Meeting, and just in time for the first Government Shutdown,
we subscribed to the Mail Chimp Email Marketing Platform. Eleven emails have been sent using the
Mail Chimp platform, one each month, plus two additional in May and one additional in both January and April. We have stayed fairly level in the number of subscriptions to the Communications
Database. We have averaged 4161 recipients with an average open rate of 43.64%. This open rate
is more than twice the industry average of 19.85%.
We are still significantly below having 100% of our members subscribed to the communications
database. Please encourage your fellow members to provide their home email address to the
database, this is the fastest way to communicate important NASCOE news items to our membership.
Convention Cash Club Contest
This was the third year of the Convention Cash Club Contest (formerly First Timer’s Award Essay
Contest). There were seven entries in this year’s contest: five from the NWA, and one each from
the SWA and MWA. The Area Publicity Chairs judged the five essays from the NWA, with Lynne
Smith of South Dakota being chosen as the recipient of the $500 stipend. Candice Ketterl of Kansas and Lisa Campbell of Minnesota are the recipients from the SWA and MWA, respectively.
Area Bulletins
We have asked Area Chairs to coordinate and produce a minimum of three Area Bulletins in conjunction with their Area Executive. The purpose of these bulletins is to keep membership informed
of NASCOE Activities throughout the year. In addition, The National Publicity Chair is charged
with producing one bulletin annually, with its primary purpose to promote attendance at the NASCOE Convention. In addition, these Area and National Bulletins are posted to the NASCOE website for future reference by members.
Continued…..
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Recommendations from Publicity Committee Breakout Session
1. Add a second National bulletin to our schedule.
This second bulletin would be produced following the Organizational Meeting and would
focus on Post-NASCOE Convention information, such as introducing the Officer, Exec and
Committee team and highlights of the convention. It would also include information on Negotiation Submissions, Program Submissions and Scholarship / DSA Applications and Nominations.
Recommendation:
The consensus of the Publicity Committee breakout session was that this additional bulletin
would be a welcome and needed addition to our member communications. As it is transmitted via email, there will be no additional cost to the association.
2. Convention Cash Club Contest
There were seven entries in the 2018 Convention Cash Club Contest. Five Essays were
submitted for consideration from the Northwest Area, and one each from the Southwest
Area and the Midwest Area.
Discussion / Recommendations: Committee meeting attendees agree that the contest
should continue. We will begin to publicize the contest in Early January. Change the topic
of the essay question from “Why do you want to attend the NASCOE Convention?” to
something more tailored to the upcoming convention. We also intend to add a short (4 to
5 Question) questionnaire for the recipients of the stipend to make comments postconvention to use as Publicity for the contest. Examples may be: What would you say to
others to encourage them to attend a NASCOE Convention? What did you most enjoy?
Did your perception of the convention change after attending? If so, how? Other comments.
3. NASCOE Communications Database
We’ve got it, we’re using it, we need to keep it up. There is increased interest in creating a
NASCOE database that can be used for multiple purposes. It is imperative that we seriously
review of the spreadsheets sent out in July. This is a chance to not only ‘clean up’ our
database but identify non-members who need to be contacted regarding membership.

I would like to thank everyone in the Northeast for their support. I would also like to thank
Rick who has done an wonderful job representing the Northeast as our Area Executive. It has
been a pleasure working with him and all of the area chairs during my tenure of NE Area
Publicity Chair. Thank you!
Respectfully submitted,
Tina Penley, Northeast Area Publicity Chair
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